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Roger Anderson, known to us as Rog – KB1NWS, a resident of Riverside
Heights in Manchester passed away unexpectedly but peacefully in his
•
sleep, Monday Jan. 16, 2012, at his home. Roger has been a member of
GMWS for a number of years and readily helped at most of our events. The •
•
handicap of having only one arm never seemed to be a handicap at all as
he helped with antenna parties, etc. He was usually found quietly observing
from the background, but always ready to pitch in and help when needed.
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Most recently, he was studying Morse Code. His coach, Bert (W1DUF) tells us he aspired to work CW this
coming Field Day.
His daughter Lynn wrote; “I need to tell you that he passed away this week, in his sleep. He did not suffer, but
it was very unexpected.” Gladly he passed in the way he lived his life, quietly and in peace. He touched the
lives of many and will be greatly missed. Roger loved life. At JOTA events, I can still envision him standing
in the background with an amused and happy expression. He truly loved to see the children and others having
a good time.
His daughter Lynn also wrote to tell us, “They are planning a Memorial Mass on Saturday, February 11
@ 11am at the United Church of Dorset, on Church St. in Dorset, VT. The church is located on Main
Street in the center of town. There will be a reception following in Manchester.” Arrangements are in the
care of BREWSTER FUNERAL SERVICE 34 Park Place Manchester, Vermont.
As Mike (AA1PR) wrote of him, “To live in hearts we leave behind is not to die.” For sure Roger will live on
in our hearts for a long time
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QSO PARTY
Mitch W1SJ

Hi Everyone!
I am organizing the Vermont QSO Party this year. The QSO Party is the FIRST weekend of February - February 4th
and 5th UTC. Or, in lay terms, the contest starts 7PM Friday night February 3rd and ends 7PM Sunday night February
5th.
The goal this year is to do something which has not happened before: Get significant Vermont participation in our QSO
Party! Specifically, it would be great if we can get a significant operation (at least 500 QSO's) from each of Vermont's
14 counties. RANV will be hosting W1NVT in Chittenden County and Twin State will be hosting W1FN in Essex
County, so we only have 12 more counties to plan! And if we have multiple stations on in each county, that would even
be better.
The Vermont QSO Party is one of the easiest and most fun contests to do. Assuming you have a reasonable station, get
on and call CQ. The stations out there will answer you (everyone seems to be looking for Vermont). And by the way, 10
meters has been wide open, so there should be no shortage of people to work. Then it is your option to run stations at
high speed, or stop and chat which each station you work. Even though I work a lot of stations, each year I never fail to
find an old buddy and chat for a while.
I suspect that we will have a number of single op stations and a few multi-ops. Hosting a multi-op is a ball. New and
inexperienced hams get a chance to be in the seat and learn basic operating skills while the others can offer help, and/or
have a mini-hamfest (or maxi-foodfest).
One concept that we might try out is the roving operator. In this scenario, a good operator who may or may not have a
good station, hooks up with someone who has a station, but who is not too interested in operating. There is a lot of
potential for having fun!
Think about how you might want to participate in the 2012 Vermont QSO Party. I'm pretty sure you will have a blast of
a time if you do! Please let me know what you plan to do.

FEBRUARY, 2012 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/- 600 kHz, PL=100Hz).
Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.” Note you can also find the complete ARES
Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at http://www.gmws.net. Simply click use the ARES link in the
“Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the home page. It is possible that the schedule will change, so check
the web site often for updates.
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REGULAR MEETING OF GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY, RED CROSS BUILDING,
117 STRONGS AVE., RUTLAND, VT. JANUARY 10, 2012.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pres. Gerry WY2Y called meeting to order
2: PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
3. INTRODUCTIONS: Introductions went around the room. A good turnout of 13 members present.
4. OFFICERS REPORTS:
4.1. SECRETARY— Minutes Approval: MM Janet KB1SDR & 2nd Chris N6EUP to approve December
minutes as published in KK’s – approved.
4.2. TREASURER—Treas. Dave KD6RA reported Balance of accounts as $537.68—MM and 2nd to accept the
report as presented – approved.
4.3. PRESIDENT REPORT
4.3.1 NE Cabinet meeting primarily was an opportunity to meet league officials; vulnerability of our bands
above 2-meters was mentioned. ITU might provide allocation below 500 kHz but FCC probably will not give an
allocation.
4.3.2 Alumni Field has been obtained for Field Day.
4.3.3 Pres Gerry presented club with ideas for purchasing logo buttons and such.
VE TEAM Frank W1AD reported on class attendance there are 7-8 people 3-4 taking General upgrade and
balance studying Tech level. Mention one student Ron M. used to be a code reader from Mid-way he is studying
to be a Tech.
5. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
5.1 Mike wondered with John N1HLG being gone how he could get access to the tower base. He was told John
had it last. Jan KB1DSR mentioned we have not heard much from the people handling the estate. The main
person lives out of state. Frank pondered how much used radio equipment is worth as compared to the value of
the user. Especially when one has mostly vintage stuff. He suggested Rudy has experience buying and selling
equipment.
6. NEW BUSINESS
6.1. Gerry reported on a note from Mitch about HamCom that will be in South Burlington. It has moved to near
the UVM exit Eastbound on Route #2. There will be more room, more exhibitors and better parking. HAM
COM: Purchase of directory advertisement and/or bulk order. Purchasing an ad for $45 as we have in years
past was discussed and approved. Mitch has camera-ready copy. All that would be needed is to change officer
information. MM and carried to allow $45 toward the purchase of an advertisement. The bulk order of
directories was discussed and mention was made of how often the club cannot sell all the copies that are
purchased. It was decided that the club would not purchase a bulk number of directories in advance. If someone
wants a directory, they can either purchase one at HamCom or have someone pick one up for them. MM and
carried to dismiss the purchase of extra directories.
6.2. MM to adjourn by Chris6EUP. All agreed.
PROGRAM: Frank W1AD and Gerry N1YTY put on a very good presentation. Using Frank’s antenna analyzer and
Gerry’s SWR meter, they tested a “Twin Lead Slim Jim” J-pole constructed by Ron KE2SD for Ann Mary AB1CH
during her temporary stay in New York a few years back. Rudy mentioned that having a pacemaker he had to be careful
(and thus we should be careful) of being near to such items when they are being operated in a near position as it can
cause medical problems. It is never a good idea to operate with an antenna indoors and when testing or operating, one
must be very aware of the surroundings and possible side effects of stray RF energy

Respectfully submitted, Ann Mary AB1CH, GMWS Secretary
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Prez Sez

Gerry WY2Y

I was sad to learn that Roger Anderson, KB1NWS, has passed away. He was always happy to help at field
day and our public service events. He seemed immune to frustration, and always had a friendly
word for everyone. We will miss him.
Thanks to Frank, Bob, and Chris for running the licensing class. I've been to some of the sessions, and the students
seem to like the class. I think the newcomers will be a good bunch of hams.
There is a directory of Vermont hams, clubs, and repeaters that is published in conjunction with the HAM-CON which
is February 25th. The society has not made arrangements to buy a batch and sell
them at our meetings, so if you want one, contact a society member who will be going and have them pick one up for
you. Mitch Stern, W1SJ, hopes to hold last year's price of $5 but it will depend on printing costs.
Frank has been prodding us to get the Red Cross radio room equipped with a couple of antennas for the Vermont QSO
Party, which starts 7PM EST Friday night February 3rd and ends 7PM EST
Sunday night February 5th. Stay tuned for antenna party dates.
There is a solar storm today (January 25th), and similar activity is expected to continue. The Wall Street Journal is
predicting aurora being visible as far south as Alabama tonight. Some minor radio and
GPS disruptions are expected, and Delta Airlines is rerouting some trips away from the North Pole. So turn on those
HF radios and find out what weird stuff is happening.
Be safe during the coldest month of winter.
Gerry WY2Y

IN HONOR OF FESSENDEN AND HEISING
Brian Justin, WA1ZMS/4 & WD2XSH/31 & WF9XIH

The early history of wireless contains the names of many great pioneers. While Marconi’s name is most well known, the
names of Fessenden and Heising are only rarely mentioned.
As early as 1900 Reginald Fessenden was experimenting with the direct transmission of human speech. While during
WW1, Raymond Heising was developing a method of constant-current modulation that was one of the earliest forms
of AM.
Since I have been one of the active CW 600m stations as part of the ARRL’s Experimental License project for some
time now, I decided to take a step or two further into the realm of early radio transmissions. One of the transmitters I
have used for 600m CW and QRSS work has been a vintage homebrew design that could support traditional CW and
Heising AM. Since the ARRL’s Part 5 license only supports CW and narrow-band digital modes, the Heising modulator
went unused until a new idea came to mind.
(Continued Page 5 HONOR)
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TEN YEARS AGO AT GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS
Compiled by Jeff Freeman N1YTY

About a half year following the attacks of Sept. 11 (9/11/01) Bob DeVarney WE1U (then Section Manager) was
noting that the Vt. Health Dept., the VT. Hospital Association’s member hospitals, the American Red Cross and
others were requesting our resource availability and were then looking to Amateur Radio Operators. Thus both ARES
(more locally) and RACES (state level) have received much more attention in recent years. Having found in no
uncertain terms that the Waterbury State Office campus is built on a flood plain the awareness of Vermont-style
disasters got a fresh view. At the end of Bob DeVarney’s article there was a note John N1HLG-SK and Albert
W1AJP-SK (GMWS VP) calling for those interested in getting into emergency communication. Some have done this.
Editor of KK, Deb Clark NN1C-SK, was taking a leadership role in this as well.
We were then anticipating another Winter Hamfest then in Milton in February 2002. Later we adjusted to moving to
Colchester (closer) and now HamCon goes to Burlington at the Holiday Inn (even closer). Mitch W1SJ, organizer of
HamCon, is best known for his intensive contesting, his ham classes that people pay for because they have limited
time and schedule might allow just one day and the all-VT ham directory.
As it was then a new experience perhaps our recent New Hams will have their first February HamCon experience in
2012.

HONOR

(Continued from Page 4)

Fessenden’s early work includes a very unique 1906 Christmas Eve transmission of him playing the
violin, a recording of an “Ombra mai fu”, and him reading a Bible verse. An idea was thus born to apply
for an FCC STA (Special Temporary Authorization) for 600m operation that is for amplitude
modulation, in particular the Heising modulation. With the cooperation of commercial coastal CW
station WNE and the FCC’s OET (Office of Engineering Technology) the STA with call sign WF9XIH
was granted for AM transmissions until March 1st, 2012 with a center carrier frequency of 472.5kHz.
The plan is to begin a series of evening test transmissions the week of December 18th, 2011 with a
special recreation of Fessenden’s Christmas Eve transmission at 0200z on Dec 25th. (That would be
9pm EST Dec 24th, 2011).
Since the likelihood of a 5w AM signal being heard much beyond a few 10’s of miles, a 500W solid state
linear PA will be used for best DX. WF9XIH is licensed for up to 20wERP (just like the WD2XSH
stations) and every effort will be made to run as close to that ERP as possible. The same antenna (a
160m dipole feed as a Marconi-T against ground) that has been used for WD2XSH/31 will be used for
WF9XIH.
Commercial station WNE is currently running CW marine weather transmissions at 2200z & 0100z
daily. So you can sharpen your 25WPM CW skills at those times too. WF9XIH transmissions are being
coordinated with WNE and any changes to the WNE schedule will alter the WF9XIH operating times.
The current plan is to at least make a Heising AM transmission most evenings at 0200z. Audio loops of
speech and a series of stepped audio tones will be used most of the time. The stepped audio tones will
make it easier for DX listeners to demodulate in CW or SSB mode even when they are well beyond the
range of the AM signal.
Information about WD2XSH/31 can be found at: http://w4dex.com/500khz/wd2xsh31.htm
If you copy any of the transmissions, please be sure to log them at www.500kc.com
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Extra effort will be made to try and be QRV in the evenings the week before and after the Christmas
weekend.

THE EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS CATALYST: SOCIAL MEDIA MEETS AMATEUR RADIO
by Christopher G. Poirier

A few weeks ago I wrote on the coming of age of the “Digital Public Information Officer (PIO)” and how social media,
digital volunteers, and organization is key. (Find the original posting here: Considerations for the Digital Public
Information Officer) This sparked a lot of great conversation across the Social Media in Emergency Management
(SMEM) community and a recent SMEMChat (#smemchat) widened the conversation into topic areas of addressing
where existing volunteers may be already working that may be well suited for cross training in the use of social media.
To this end an interesting conversation blossomed on bringing into the fray a group of technologically savvy people that
most emergency managers have at their disposal now: Amateur Radio operators.

Amateur Radio, also more commonly referred to as “Ham Radio”, has been around for quite some time and has often
been one of the only means of communications after mass disasters around the world. (i.e., Hurricane Katrina, 2003
Northeastern US Black Out, 2004 Tsunami, and many others.) This community of tightly knit hobbyist have an urge to
learn, create, and/or modify/manipulate just about anything electronic and/or can be used to communicate with the
outside world. Tapping into this innovative spirit only lends itself in making emergency communications easier when
things get tough. However, this should not be something new to of those who have been working with Amateur Radio
operators for disaster response efforts in the past. Though, others may need to take a second look at this growing
resource.
So, what makes Amateur Radio operators such a great resource? Simple: Have tech, innovative spirit,
and will travel. This is a group of highly dedicated, tech minded, problem solvers that are up to just
about any challenge if it can be fixed with technology. (..or duct tape, WD40, and a hammer..) It only
makes sense that those who find their hobby based in finding new and innovative ways to communicate
may in fact be the best place to find assistance in engaging the public during a disaster. Though its not
just the innovative spirit that makes Hams a great resource, part of what separates Amateur Radio
hobbyists from the pack is the fact that there are licensing requirements that require base knowledge in
simple electronics, radio wave propagation, and the regulations that bind license holders. (This is no
backseat quarterback hobby people.) However, the buck doesn’t stop there. This group of highly skilled
volunteers are also well versed in emergency management, communications platforms, and some even
already belong to organizations that provide this support today. (Possibly within your organization
already.) Anything from the Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES), Radio Amateur Civil
Emergency Service (RACES), Military Auxiliary Radio System (MARS), SKYWARN, State and Local
Emergency Management Support (Check out the State of Oregon and their integration), the Red Cross,
and Amateur Radio Clubs themselves have looped in Ham operators for years to help provide
communications during disasters. Even more important is that a lot of these organizations are in the
Social Media space already and expanding every day. Bottom line, these individuals are near by and
have been part of the system for some time and may be under utilized.
Taking this resource and applying it to the Social Media engagement side of the house may be just what
the doctor ordered. Amateur Radio operators almost always want to learn something new. This want to
always be absorbing new technology and how it works is one of the most promising aspects about adding
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Social Media to their skill set. What better to reinforce your Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
communications cell than to take your trained volunteers and add another communication method to
their ever growing tool box of options in helping get the word out? These individuals already are
plugged into most organization’s situational awareness, command and control, and communications
groups helping pass information, why not help empower these volunteers to pass important information
back to the public as well?
Now granted this process may not come over night, but here are a few steps that can help bring the two
together:

1.) Ask! If an organization doesn’t engage the available volunteers from local RACES, ARES, MARS, SKYWARN
and other Ham Radio volunteers if there is any interest in learning more about applying Social Media to the same
problems these groups handle every day, one may never know the interest level. So, get in there and engage.
2.) Educate! As stated previously, Hams are typically technologically savvy and love playing with just about any
type of technology, though it is possible to run into situations where this is new ground for some of these
individuals. Help bring these volunteers up to speed on what is going on and how the organization envisions using
Social Media to better help communicate with the public in an emergency. It is highly likely that additional ideas
will be produced from this group as they come up to speed.
3.) Train, Exercise, and Repeat! Once there is engagement with interested Hams and they are up to speed, now
is the time to get a solid training regiment in place. Though some Amateur Radio operators have had training
via organizations like RACES, ARES, MARS, and SKYWARN this is a great time to bring them up to speed on the
organizational operating procedures and emergency management in general. Set up minimum training
requirements: (i.e., FEMA EMI IS-100, FEMA EMI IS-200, FEMA EMI IS-700, FEMA EMI IS-704, ARRL EC-016,
and ARRL EC-001) Once trained, practice and do it again until comfortable.
4.) Communicate! Once things are underway and there is an established process in place that the organization
and the volunteers are comfortable with start telling people about it. People can’t volunteer for something they
don’t know about. Amateur Radio is still growing strong as a hobby and more and more people want to know how
to become more involved in helping out during disasters.
In the end, this is a great chance to bring together a group of volunteers that are already available within most
EOCs to help engage the public with information, faster. Take the time to talk to these individuals, find common
ground, locate the interest, make a plan of action, and execute.
Opportunity is knocking, is your organization ready to step up to the challenge?
Amateur Radio, Amateur Radio Emergency Service, American Red Cross, ARES, ARRL, CERT, EM, Emergency
Communications, emergency management, Emergency Operations Center, EOC, FEMA, FEMA EMI, GMWS, Green Mountain
Wireless Society, Ham Radio, Hamr, MARS, Military Auxiliary Radio System, RACES, Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service,
Red Cross, SKYWARN, SMEM, social media, State of Oregon, training
← Emergency 2.0 Wiki is Now LIVE!!

VEM RACES INFORMATION
Greetings all, there have been two corrections to the ICS /EOC Interface schedule. Please note the following date and location
changes –
• Feb. 9th/16th - VY Training Center, Brattleboro
• March 8th/15th – South Burlington Police Department
There is no cost to attend these 2 day programs. Each class will be from 6pm – 9pm. Refreshments will be provided. To register,
please contact Vermont Emergency Management at 1-800-347-0488. Thanks, Rob.

LOOKING AHEAD __________________________
**FCC TEST: MONDAY MARCH 5, 2012----------------------6:30 PM
Initial License: 2 FORMS ID, SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER, $15.00 TESTING FEE (provide copy of any other FCC
license under your name – GMRS, Maritime etc. or your personal FRN number from those licenses)
Upgrade License: Copy of Current License, 2 Forms ID, $15 Fee any copies of any CSCEs
Note: Copy of Current License and Copy of CSCE will NOT be returned.

** HAMCON Feb 25*, last Sat in Feb-- ---Holiday Inn, Exit 14E off I-89,
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South Burlington (Williston?). All day
**AMATEUR RADIO, ANTIQUE RADIO, RADIO CONTROL, ELECTRONICS SATURDAY, March 10, 2012
8:30 AM-1:30 PM (SET UP: 7:00 AM-8:30 AM) at north Conway Community Center 2628 White Mountain Highway
North Conway, New Hampshire

**CW STUDY GROUP????
We are checking to see if there is enough interest to form a fun CW study group. It could be a self study or meet 1-2x/month.
Everything is open to discussion and all ideas welcome. Any age or license class. A reply is not a commitment. Free program
available. Contact: Ann Mary AB2CH@nfmra.neg or Bert W1DFU@vermontel.net

GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS
SOCIETY
PRESIDENT: WY2Y – GERRY ASHTON
VICE PRESIDENT N2BMF - TIM ABRAHAM
TREASURER: KD6RA - DAVID HAGOPIAN
SECRETARY: AB1CH- ANN MARY ROSENBROCK
KEY KLICKS EDITOR: N6EUP – CHRIS HAGOPIAN

___________________________
CLUB CALL SIGNS:
W1GMW: TRUSTEE—WA1ONT—BOB ALLEN
WG1Q: TRUSTEE —W1AD—FRANK D’AURIA
URL: WWW.GMWS.NET

Meeting: 2nd Tues., 7 PM, Red Cross, 117
Strongs Ave., Rutland., VT
Repeater: 147.045 (+/-) 100 Hz tone optional

PO Box 84

MARK YOUR CALENDAR ~NETS:
EVERY MONDAY:
• GMWS/ARES NET, 147.045, 7:30 PM
EVERY DAY:
• VERMONT PHONE TRAFFIC NET, 3857 MHZ, 7:30 PM
• VERMONT/NEW HAMPSHIRE TRAFFIC NET, 3539, 7:00 PM
• NEW ENGLAND PHONE NET, 3955 6:30 AM
EVERY SUNDAY:
• VERMONT PHONE EMERGENCY NET, 3976, 8:00 AM
• ACARA ROUNDTABLE 147.36 (100 HZ) 8:00 PM
(ALL TIMES ARE LOCAL)
UPCOMING VE SESSIONS:
• BURLINGTON AREA VE TEAM - RALPH (KD1R) 802-878-6454
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 14, 2011 RED CROSS BUILDING, 117 STRONGS
AVE., RUTLAND, VT.

program:
Key Klix deadline 25th of each month
E-mail n6eup@arrl.net (preferred)
US Mail: 50 Wickham Lane, Wallingford, VT
05773

Special thanks to our Key Klix contributors this month:
Jeff (N1YTY), Gerry (WY2Y), Ann Mary (AB1CH)and Frank (W1AD) Ed.

PO Box 84
Rutland VT 05702
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